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Who could have imagined that such an anomaly would happen at the scene.

Who would have thought that the full blow of a six-star warrior could only end up with an unbelievable
evaluation in Charlie’s eyes, “as soft as a lady!”

Salmaan couldn’t even care about anger.

He just stared at his fist stupidly and muttered: “This…this is impossible…this is absolutely
impossible…”

Abbas was also dumbfounded.

Although he didn’t understand how Charlie did it, he already realized that this Charlie was definitely
not easy!

At this time, the Wade Family and everyone who came to help Charlie were equally shocked, but deep
in their hearts, they had already begun to cheer!

A six-star warrior, unexpectedly failed to treat Charlie, this proves that Charlie is indeed emboldened!

Jon Wade did not care about his usual dissatisfaction with Charlie at this time, and whispered to
Corran wade: “Charlie… he really understands martial arts?! I think this person can’t help him at all!”

Corran wade nodded again and again, his expression was already much more relaxed, and he said:
“From this point of view, this fellow Charlie is really capable!”

As he said, Corran wade hurriedly said in a low voice: “Observe again, if Charlie can really get the
Wanlong Palace, he should hide Xiaoyi again and don’t be discovered!”

Lord Wade was also extremely excited at this time. He looked at Charlie’s profile, and recalled bruce
Wade’s spirited and full-fledged appearance back then. Unknowingly, his eyes were already filled with
tears.

He couldn’t help feeling: “Back then, the Wade Family didn’t dare to go with Charlie and fight hard, so
that ran away in anger and died away from home in the end…”

“In this regard, for nearly two decades, I have been very remorseful and regretful in my heart…”

“Now, seeing charlie standing in front of Wade Family and Bruce’s graves, with a horizontal sword, has
shown me the shadow of Long Ying…”

“Perhaps, this also means that my old bone will give way to him…”

At this time, no one else in the Wanlong Palace could understand this scene.



One of the black-skinned men asked Abbas in a low voice: “Hall Master, the strength of the White
Tiger King is still higher than mine. The blow he had just now was indeed very good. How did the guy
on the opposite resolve it?”

Abbas’s expression was solemn.

How to resolve it?

He didn’t know either.

He only knew that Salmaan was in danger this time!

And in front of his parents and the spirit of Charlie’s parents, he promised that no one in Wanlong
Palace would come forward to help.

This also means that Salmaan must face Charlie alone.

Therefore, he immediately shouted at Salmaan: “Salmaan! Must go all out!”

Salmaan’s expression was almost distorted, and he muttered in his heart: “I…I just tried my best…Is it
really making me fight him hard?”

Seeing Salmaan stunned, Charlie couldn’t help frowning.

Immediately after that, he suddenly raised his hand, slapped Salmaan’s face, and said coldly: “What the
hell is it? I asked you to come again. Didn’t you hear?”

Salmaan was stunned by this slap.

Charlie didn’t use much force, but he was extremely insulting.

Salmaan didn’t react at all, as he slapped it, he was naturally embarrassed and angry.

So, he took two steps back and shouted in anger and shame: “I killed you!!!”

After speaking, the body suddenly sank, and the bones all over his body made a crisp sound one after
another, and the whole body’s internal force suddenly turned like a boiling, and quickly moved to his
arms.

Seeing this situation, Abbas’s expression suddenly froze.

He knew very well that Salmaan was really desperate.

Because what he is using now is his martial arts technique-Shenhu Fist, the strongest move, Shenhu
goes out of the mountain.

The reason why Salmaan was called the White Tiger King was because he practiced Boxing.

In the Shenhu Fist, the strongest attack power is this style of Shenhu coming out of the mountain.
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